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email: jwilde@mt.gov 
The intent of the following guidance is to help ensure that MDT personnel gather the necessary information when severe injury or fatal crashes occur within construction zones. 
Call 911 or direct the person nearest to you to call 911.Ensure the crash zone provides for reasonable safe passage and make any necessary modifications for reasonable safe passage. This may include replacing any destroyed or displaced devices. However, it is extremely important to document the original configuration before replacing devices.Take photos and videos (muted) to supplement your observations and measurements.Crash Site Documentation:
Please forward all documentation to Jeremy Wilde, Construction Traffic Control Engineer.  As soon as possible, contact the Project Manager, District Traffic Engineer, District Construction Engineer, and Jeremy Wilde. In a timely manner, contact the District Administrator and Legal Services.
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Jeremy Wilde
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To be completed by MDT when a crash occurs within an active construction work zone.
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